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Lunch

Join us for lunch & networking beginning at 11:30. Our first session
will begin at 12 noon.
Oracle Cloud Procurement
Presented by M&S Consulting

Session 1

Learn about Oracle’s Cloud procurement offering. After 4 Cloud implementations examine
the latest functionality available in Cloud Release 13 (18A) Version. A look at Sourcing,
Contracting, Procure to pay, and Supplier Management processes. This presentation has
been selected at multiple OAUG events.

Oracle Proactive Analyzer Bundle
Presented by M&S Consulting

Session 2

Case study on the successful use of this Oracle Tool utilized at multiple Oracle client sites.
This presentation demonstrates the updated EBS Proactive Analyzer Bundle. Find out how
we used the tool to proactively identify and fix month‐end close issues; clean‐up obsolete
data; and reducing the need to log service requests.
 Understand the ease with which the EBS Proactive Analyzer bundle is installed and
updated.
 Review a case study where the EBS Proactive Analyzer bundle was used to capture
data issues prior to month‐end close processing
 Understand how we schedule and use frequently run analyzers.
 See examples of EBS Proactive Analyzers from various modules within EBS
Financials.

Move and Improve Your EBS Deployment with Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure
Presented by Data Intensity

Session 3

The decision to move to public cloud is not just about outsourcing infrastructure, it's an
opportunity to take your E‐Business Suite implementation to the next level. Learn an easy,
three‐step process to modernize your deployment on OCI with provisioning automation,
better performance, compliance improvements, and more manageable costs, while setting
a baseline for the future with necessary platform upgrades. We'll show you a real‐world
case study of how we blended this process with mobile enablement and a UI enhancement
designed to wow your users, and how we leveraged Oracle Integration Cloud and Oracle
Management Cloud to revamp development and modernize the management of the EBS
platform.
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